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Ab
bstract
Hig
gh-velocity freee-surface flowss are complex two-phase floows
and
d limited infoormation is avvailable about the interactioons
betw
ween air and water for voiid fractions off 50%. Hereinn a
detailed experimeental study wass conducted in
n the intermediiate
flow
w region on a sstepped spillwaay and the micrroscopic air-waater
flow
w characteristics were inveestigated. The results show
wed
diffferences in watter and droplet chord times with
w comparativvely
larg
ger number of air chord timess (0-2 ms), and larger numberr of
watter chord timees (2-6 ms). A monotonic decrease
d
of choord
modes with increaasing bubble coount rates was observed. Seveeral
chaaracteristic tim
me scales weree identified baased upon intterparrticle arrival tim
me analyses of characteristic chord
c
time classses
as well as spectraal analyses of the instantaneous void fractiion
nal. Chord timees of 3-5 ms apppeared to be characteristic
c
tiime
sign
scaales of the interrmediate flow region
r
having similar time scaales
com
mpared to turbuulent time scalees within this reegion of the floow.
A further
f
characteeristic time scale of 100 ms was
w identified inn a
freq
quency analysis of the instanttaneous void frraction. This tiime
scaale was of the ssame order of magnitude as free-surface auutocorrrelation time scales suggesting that thee air-water fllow
stru
ucture was affeccted by free-surrface instabilitiees.

In
n addition, key physical proceesses include the
t intense mixxing
beetween air and
d water phasess and the inteeractions with the
turbulent flow prrocesses in thee various region
ns of the air-w
water
flo
ow column (Fig
gure 2). On a sttepped chute, a significant amoount
off turbulent energy is dissipatedd in the lower water
w
column (vvoid
fraaction < 30%) where interacctions with soliid boundaries may
m
tak
ke place includ
ding recirculatioon movements in the step cavvities
an
nd unsteady caavity ejection pprocesses, whiile the upper flow
f
region is characterised by substtantial ejections of water dropplets
in the spray region (void fracttion > 70%). In
I the intermeddiate
flo
ow region (vo
oid fraction beetween 30 and
d 70%), energgetic
interactions betw
ween air-wateer and water-air interfaces are
bserved. This intermediate floow region is characterised byy an
ob
airr-water mixturee with a balannced ratio betw
ween air and water
w
en
ntities, by collisions,
c
deeformations, coalescence and
reformations of 'bubbles' and 'ddroplets'. High bubble
b
count raates,
rge integral turbulent scales were
w
larrge turbulence levels and larg
ob
bserved in thiss flow region indicating strong turbulent and
en
nergy dissipation.
Deespite the imp
portant role off this intermed
diate flow reggion,
deetailed information about the air-water flow
w processes wiithin
the intermediate flow region is limited. This contribution aim
ms to
haracterise the air-water strructure and aiir-water-turbuleence
ch
interactions in thee region of 50%
% void fraction.

Introduction
ydraulic structuures
Airr-water flows aare commonly observed in hy
and
d open channel flows such ass spillways, hyd
draulic jumps aand
dro
op structures. In high-veloocity free-surfface flows, the
inteerfacial aerationn occurs naturaally from the inception
i
pointt of
freee-surface aeratiion when the outer
o
edge of tu
urbulent boundaary
layer reaches the free-surface, leading to a complex
c
air-waater
flow
w mixture dow
wnstream (Figuure 1) [2], [11], [14]. Figuree 1
illu
ustrates a typical pattern of air-water
a
steppeed spillway floows
useed for the presennt investigationn.

Fig
gure 2. Sketch of stepped spillwaay skimming flow
ws and positioninng of
ph
hase-detection pro
obe in the intermeediate flow region
n for 0.49 < C < 0.51
0

xperimental setup
s
and insstrumentation
n
Ex

Figu
ure 1. Air-waterr flows downstreeam of the incep
ption point of frreesurfface aeration onn a stepped spilllway (θ = 26.6
6°); skimming fl
flow
regiime; dc/h = 1.25, qw = 0.137 m2/s, Re = 5.5×105

Aiir-water flow experiments
e
weere conducted on two large size
steepped spillway
y model configgurations with channel slope θ =
26
6.6°, channel width
w
W = 1 m aand step heightts h = 0.05 andd 0.1
m respectively (F
Figure 1). The aair-water flow measurements
m
w
were
co
onducted for a range
r
of dimennsionless dischaarges 0.69 < dc/h <
2.2
22 where dc is
i the critical flow depth. The
T correspondding
Reeynolds numbeers were 8.1× 104 < Re < 5.7 ×105 and the
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The present findings suggested some relationship between the
characteristic bubble count rate F50 and the mode tchmode of chord
time PDF distributions. For all data, the relationship between F50
and tchmode is illustrated in Figure 5. The observations indicated a
monotonic decrease in chord time mode with increasing bubble
count rate (Figure 5). A rough estimate of the relationship was
given by a power law:

tchmod e  30.8  F500.916

(1)

Note that the number of data was limited and the inclusion of
further data sets with 50% void fraction might provide more
details about the relationship.
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A typical raw signal output is illustrated in Figure 3 within the
intermediate flow region for C ≈ 0.5, where C is the timeaveraged void fraction. The raw signal was analysed with a single
threshold technique using the distinctive peaks of the bimodal
distribution of the raw voltage signals [1]. The threshold was set
at 50% of the difference in the two voltage peaks at every
location allowing the identification of the time that the probe tip
spent in air and in water. The resulting instantaneous void
fraction time series were used to calculate the time-averaged void
fraction C, the bubble count rate F, the air bubble and water
droplet chord times, and the streamwise inter-particle arrival
time. The bubble frequency F was defined as the number of
water-to-air interfaces per unit time. The air bubble and water
droplet chord times characterised the time between the changes
of instantaneous void fractions representing characteristic
streamwise air/water sizes [5]. The inter-particle arrival time
provided information about the randomness of the travelling
particles with chord sizes for which a similar behaviour may be
expected [3],[6]. Further investigations were based upon the
spectral analyses of the instantaneous void fraction signals.

variation of the pseudo-free-surface, affecting the distribution of
air-water interfaces in the intermediate flow region.

PDF

experimental flow conditions corresponded to the transition and
skimming flow regimes [2],[5]. A dual-tip phase detection probe
(Ø = 0.25 mm) was positioned at a fixed point while the
streamwise air-water interfaces were recorded at 20 kHz for 45 s
at least three step edges downstream of the inception point of
free-surface aeration (Figure 2).
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(A) Chord times for 150 Hz < F50
< 200 Hz; h = 0.05 .cm

(B) Chord times for 170 Hz < F50 <
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Figure 4. Probability distribution functions of air and water chord times
for void fractions of C = 50% (+/- 0.01)
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Figure 3. Raw Voltage signal of a phase detection conductivity probe (Ø
= 0.25 mm): dc/h = 1.28; qw = 0.143 m2/s; Re = 5.7×105
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Characterisation of air-water flows with C = 50%
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The probability distribution functions of air and water chord
times are illustrated in Figure 4 for measurement locations with C
= 0.50 (+/- 0.01). Significant differences were observed
depending upon the step heights, while the characteristic bubble
count rate F50 for C  0.50 presented several trends. Herein the
chord time distributions were grouped into characteristic groups
summarising the chord times for the stepped spillway with h =
0.05 m in Figures 4A as function of the characteristic bubble
count rate F50, and for steps with h = 0.10 m (Figure 4B).
For all data, differences between air and water chord time
distributions were observed with a larger amount of smaller air
chord times of about 0-1 ms. The numbers of water chords were
proportionally slightly larger for chord times between 2 to 6 ms
(Figure 4). The differences between PDF distributions of air
bubble and water droplet chord times indicated differences in
chord times for positions with identical number of detected
particles. Toombes and Chanson [12] used surface wave
modelling to show the effects of surface waves upon the air
bubble chord sizes. The present differences between air and
water chord times might partly be linked to some periodic
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Figure 5. Dimensionless relationship between mode of the chord time
PDF and bubble count rate F50 with C = 0.50 (+/- 0.01); Comparison with
equation (1)

Inter-particle arrival times
The inter-particle arrival time is defined as the time between the
arrival of two consecutive 'bubbles' or 'droplets' recorded by a
probe sensor fixed in space. The distribution of inter-particle
arrival times provides some information on the randomness of the
two-phase structure. Ideally, random dispersed flows are driven
by a superposition of Poisson processes of particle sizes [6], and
any deviation from a Poisson process indicates some
unsteadiness and particle clustering [4]. The inter-particle arrival
times were herein analysed for five different chord time classes.
Typical results are shown in Figure 6 for two different chord time
classes and for air and water entities. Little differences in interparticle arrival time PDFs were observed between air and water
chord time distributions for most chord time classes. Differences
were however observed for the chord time classes 3-5 ms (Figure

6B), showing a larger number of smaller inter-particle arrival
times for the water droplet chord times. These differences were
associated with different numbers of 'bubbles' and 'droplets'
within this chord time class and the number of air chords was
about 40-60% of the number of water chords. No such difference
was observed for all other chord time classes. The finding was
observed for all data in transition and skimming flows
independently of step heights. The shapes of the inter-particle
arrival time distributions were affected by the number of particles
in a chord time class. A larger number of particles resulted in a
proportionally larger number of smaller inter-particle arrival
times.
The reason for the differences for the chord time class 3-5 ms
remains not known, although it is in agreement with the
observations of a comparatively larger number of droplets with
chord times of 2-6 ms (Figure 4). The observations of the interparticle arrival time distributions for similar chord times were
consistent with these findings.
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density (PSD) maxima. The results showed a consistent trend for
all data sets, illustrated by the median curve (Figure 8). A
distinctive frequency of about 9-10 Hz was found in the
intermediate region with C = 0.50 (+/- 0.01). Similar specific
frequencies were observed in probability distribution functions of
the PSD values with bin sizes of 1 Hz and 3 Hz respectively (not
illustrated herein).
The present observation was significant since the characteristic
frequencies observed in the PSDs identified a range of dominant
time scales of the interactions within the intermediate flow region
for C = 0.50 (+/- 0.01). The present findings showed a wide range
of characteristic frequencies within a range of 2 to 100 Hz, with a
distinctive frequency for about 9-10 Hz. That is, the interactions
between the air-water interfaces were most energetic with
relatively slow fluctuating processes of about 0.1 s time scale.
With increasing frequency, and decreasing time scale, the PSD
function maxima decreased monotonically (Figure 8) indicating a
smaller contribution of the fast fluctuating interactions on the airwater interfaces. The PSD density function for frequencies
smaller about 10 Hz showed a decrease in PSD maxima with
decreasing frequency.
Overall, the air-water interactions in the intermediate flow region
were mostly characterised by relatively slow fluctuating
processes, rather than very fast, rapid interactions between air
bubbles and water droplets. The present findings showed a first
insight into the complex air-water interactions in the intermediate
flow region, especially for 50% void fraction. The most energetic
time scales were comparatively slow.
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Figure 7 illustrates a typical power spectrum density function of
the instantaneous void fractions for a data set with C = 0.50 +/0.01. In Figure 7, the black curve is the ensemble averaged data.
All curves showed a range of characteristic frequencies between
0.9 and 100 Hz with various peak levels within this frequency
range (Figure 7). The results differed substantially to
observations in the bubbly flow region [9]. For all data, the
dominant characteristic frequencies and the corresponding PSD
were recorded. The characteristic frequencies are summarised in
Figure 8 as functions of the corresponding power spectrum
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Figure 7. Spectral analysis of the instantaneous void fraction signal for
void fractions of C = 0.50 (+/- 0.01)
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Spectral analyses were conducted on the instantaneous void
fraction signals to identify characteristic frequencies associated
with the air-water flows for C = 0.50 +/- 0.01. For each data set,
the FFT analysis was conducted for 13 non-overlapping intervals
of 65,536 (= 216) points and the curves were averaged (Figure 7).
Further sensitivity analyses were conducted using a number of
filters and smoothing techniques. Little effects on the
characteristic frequencies were observed and the ensemble
averaging was suitable (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Inter-particle arrival times for characteristic air bubble and
water droplet chord time classes. Data for C = 0.50 (+/- 0.01)
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Figure 8. Summary of characteristic frequencies and corresponding
power spectrum densities (PSDs) of the instantaneous void fraction
signals for void fractions of C = 0.050 (+/- 0.01)

Discussion
The analysis of instantaneous void fraction data with C = 0.50
(+/- 0.01) provided a number of characteristic air-water time
scales which might be relevant for the interactions between airwater interfaces. Table 1 summarises these characteristic time
scales (upper half), while further time scales observed on the
same stepped spillway models are listed. The chord times of 3-5
ms might represent a characteristic time scale associated with the
interaction of air and water entities in the intermediate flow
region. Such chord time scales were of similar magnitude as the
auto- and cross-correlation time scales and integral turbulent time
scales observed in the intermediate flow region [7].
The spectral analyses of instantaneous void fractions identified a
range of characteristic frequencies between 2 and 100 Hz,
independently of the flow regime and of the step heights, for C =
0.50 (+/- 0.01). Frequencies of 10 Hz were the most energetic
frequencies, corresponding to a time scale of 0.1 s. This time
scale was two orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic
integral turbulent time scales within the intermediate flow region.
In other words, the characteristic time scale of instantaneous void
fraction signal was possibly linked to large scale free-surface
fluctuations rather than to the air-water interactions on a submillimetric level. Free-surface measurements with acoustic
displacement meters in the aerated flow region identified freesurface auto-correlation time scales of a similar order of
magnitude [8]. It is believed that this agreement confirmed the
effect of free-surface movements upon the air-water flow
properties as reported previously [12], [13].
In contrast, cavity ejection frequencies of about 0.2-1 Hz were
found on a stepped spillway with θ = 26.6° [10]. They differed
from the characteristic frequencies in the intermediate flow
region which indicated that the cavity ejection processes did not
impact upon the air-water flow structure in the intermediate flow
region.

Time scale
[ms]
3–5
100
3–4
4–5
50–200
1000–5000

Comment
Differences in inter-particle arrival times for air
bubble and water droplets (C ≈ 0.50)
Time scale based upon FFT analysis of
instantaneous void fraction (C ≈ 0.50)
Maximum integral turbulent time scale in a
cross-section for 0.3 < C < 0.7 [7]
Maximum auto- and cross-correlation time
scales in a cross-section for 0.3 < C < 0.7 [7]
Free-surface auto-correlation time scales in airwater flows (C > 0.7) [8]
Time scales of characteristic cavity ejection
frequencies (C < 0.3) [10]

interfaces in the intermediate flow region, and such time scales
were of similar magnitude to the integral turbulent time scales. A
distinctive frequency of about 10 Hz was identified using spectral
analyses of the instantaneous void fraction signals. The
corresponding time scale of 0.1 s appeared to be linked with large
scale free-surface fluctuations. Such a magnitude was similar to
free-surface auto-correlation time scales indicating that the airwater flow structure might be affected by free-surface waves.
Altogether, the air-water flow processes within the intermediate
flow region remain poorly understood and further research is
needed.
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